SEAN
GOOD
EMPLOYEE OF
THE YEAR
2018
Sean Good joined Willow Run Foods as a permit trainee in March of 2005, and earned his
CDL-A two months later in May. Many phrases can be used to describe Sean’s work history over
the past 13 years, but two that jump out are excellent performer and a devoted employee-owner.
Thanks in part to his dedication and strong work ethic, Sean has been a tremendous asset to Willow
Run.
Sean has two assigned runs, routes 280 and 680, both Wendy’s to Connecticut. He is
always one of the first to volunteer for extra work when he is available. Sean even goes as far as to
grab our vacation book and sign up day 4 trucks throughout the year. Since last September, Sean
has done a total of 18 extra routes on top of his two that are assigned. To put that in perspective,
Sean has given up every third weekend of his for the greater good of Willow Run. In total, Sean
has done 121 routes, with a staggering 96% resulting in perfect trucks.
Sean is also one of the most valuable driver trainers at Willow Run Foods. He has taught
multiple trainees valuable lessons throughout the past few yards which has led them to earn their
CDL-A. His professionalism is always on display and comes in many forms, such as his courteous
behavior towards his customers and fellow drivers. When we have prospective drivers going on a
look-see route, Sean is one of the main drivers we pair them with as he truly cares about presenting
a professional image of Willow Run Foods to our customers.
Sean is not only a quality driver and trainer; he is an outstanding employee who has the best
interests of the company in mind. Few drivers can compete with Sean’s work ethic and
professionalism, which is why we are honored to award Sean Good as Employee of the Year!
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